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5 STEPS TO INCREASE COMMUNICATION THIS
SCHOOL YEAR
There are many members of the
special education team such as
students, parents, teachers, teachers
assistants, administrators and related
service providers. Occupational and
physical therapists usually make up a
small but important group of the
special education team. Some team
members, especially therapists, can
have a varied caseload with students
from different classrooms, grades and
even schools which translates into
working with many school staff
members. This can make it very
difficult to communicate
effectively with all team members for
each student. Each team member
brings a different perspective on the
student. Therapists don’t have the
benefit of seeing most students daily like teachers do, therefore communication with the therapist
and the student’s parents and teacher is crucial to determine a student’s on-going progress. It can
be a struggle for parents from year to year. Parents may encounter new teachers, staff and
therapists from school year to school year which can be frustrating. School staff, parents and
school based therapists can help to forge stronger relationships by following five simple steps.
Here are some steps to increase communication this school year:
STEP 1: INTRODUCE YOURSELF
The most important step to improving communication is to introduce yourself to as many of the
members of the student’s special education team as possible including their primary instructors,
teaching assistants, physical educators, computer teacher, etc . By forming relationships with the
school staff, you will be more likely to hear about therapy concerns that a teacher may have
about a student. Therefore, you may be able to address those concerns before they impact the
student’s educational abilities further. If you do push in therapy, you will most likely be more
comfortable with the staff members. If some of your students are pulled out of the classroom for
therapy sessions, frequently observe them in the classroom as well making yourself more visible
and available to other staff members.
Many times the parents are the true team leaders. They can provide all the past medical and
educational history and the best overview of the child. Therapists should always remember to
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introduce yourself to the parents of the student. Send a letter home or make a phone call to
provide the parent with your contact information if they should have any questions. Ask the
parents what their concerns are regarding the student’s current therapy services. Make sure that
you have current phone numbers and email addresses for each parent.
STEP 2: EDUCATE AND BE EDUCATED
More and more students with special needs are being included in regular education settings,
resulting in many teachers not being fully aware of the role of school based occupational and
physical therapists. Educate team members about what your role is in the educational setting as
early as possible. You want to avoid situations where three months into the school year a teacher
asks the physical therapist why the student is not working on handwriting. Therapists can try
giving an inservice to the staff members answering the basic questions of school based therapy
such as: What is occupational or physical therapy? What is the difference between school based
and medically based therapy? What type of activities will you be working on? Define for
teachers and parents frequently used therapy terminology. Simplify complex topics such as
sensory integration, neurodevelopmental treatment and muscle tone. Provide handouts describing what skills you are working on and why. Schedule the inservice during school
hours and evening hours as well so that parents can attend.
Parents and school staff offer so much knowledge and insight on a student. Tap into that
knowledge and learn from other team members. Therapists see just a snapshot of a student’s
daily life and they need to see the whole picture. This can be accomplished through observation,
listening and asking questions about a student’s overall daily life.
STEP 3: ESTABLISH HOW TO COMMUNICATE
You will need to determine how you will communicate with all the team members. Establish this
as early in the school year as possible and with a positive attitude. Perhaps a monthly meeting
with a teacher or phone call home would be an effective way to address current goals or
concerns. Maybe sending weekly or monthly progress reports to the teachers and parents may be
a suitable option for some students. E-mail can be a simple way for many parties to communicate
at one time by carbon copying your email to all members of the team. Don’t always offer
criticism or problems. If a student does particularly well on a task during therapy let the teachers
and the parents hear about it. For students with many team members, one option is a daily or
weekly log that allows for quick, simple written documentation from a student’s parents,
teachers, therapists and other staff members. School and Home Communication Forms has
several daily and weekly logs.
STEP 4: PROVIDE CARRY OVER ACTIVITIES AND IDEAS
Therapy is only provided for a limited amount of time for each student. In order for therapy goals
to be met, most therapeutic activities and ideas must be carried out throughout the student’s
entire day. Teachers and parents are the primary instructors in the students life. By providing
teachers and parents with carry over activities this ensures that the student is maximizing his/her
potential. Offer activities that are easy to perform throughout the course of the day rather than
“therapy homework” which adds one more thing for a teacher or parent to supervise. Try
providing parents and teachers with fun, easy, therapeutic games that can be played with the
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child. Keep in mind that the activities should be written in simple format with no medical
terminology.
Check with teachers and parents for ideas and activities that they need carried over during
therapy sessions. If a student is following a certain behavior plan you will want to know what
that entails. If a student is working on a specific subject matter that needs reinforcement, perhaps
you could incorporate academic material into the therapy session.
STEP 5: FOLLOW THROUGH
All members of the team should always respond promptly to any issues or concerns that arise.
Make sure to answer any notes or questions that you receive in a timely manner. This allows the
special education team members to know that you have read and validate their comments. Fulfill
all the requests made of you, that way you can expect the same in return from the special
education team. If you make a suggestion during a team meeting, be sure to follow through on
the suggestion and be available to offer feedback on how it went at the next meeting.
By following these five steps, everyone’s voice will be heard on the special education team
which is of great value to a student’s overall success.

School and Home Communication Forms for Therapists
Summary: Therapists, school staff and parents are all so
busy it can be hard to communicate. This collection of
forms will save you loads of time. Therapists can review
schedules, report on daily or weekly progress, track
behavior, review IEP goals, track communication and
more. It is suitable for all school based therapists.
Parents can request therapist to complete daily or weekly
updates especially beneficial for non-verbal children.
There are 21 forms included. FIND OUT MORE and
download a sample form
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PEDIATRIC ORTHOTICS

HeartSpace for Physical Therapy shared an informative article on pediatric orthotics compiled
by the pediatric section of the APTA. If you are a new or a long time pediatric Physical
Therapist this document provides an excellent overview. The article answers the following
questions:
1. What is an orthoses and who designs them?
2. What are the characteristics of lower extremity orthoses? It discusses the design,
materials, pads, straps and trim lines.
3. When are orthotics indicated?
4. How do orthotics affect the gait cycle? (includes pictures with recommendations for use)
You can download the APTA article here.
Read past articles on orthotics below:
Shoes, Orthotics and Children
Foot Orthotics in Children with JIA
Orthotics and Children with Hypotonia
Postural Control and AFO Use
SMO Use of Upper Extremity Use
KAFO’s and CP
Orthotics and Children with Down Syndrome
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TEACHERS’ PERCEPTIONS OF SCHOOL BASED OTS

The Journal of Occupational Therapy, Schools and Early Intervention published research
examining the results of a online survey completed by 47 teachers and how they perceive the role
of the occupational therapist. The results revealed the following:
1. most of the teachers viewed occupational therapists as valuable team members.
2. the teachers reported limitations to the system that challenge collaboration.
3. the teachers want increased communication and collaboration with the occupational
therapist.
4. school based occupational therapy was perceived as a valuable contribution to the
educational team that was underutilized.
Need ideas and suggestions to increase communication and collaboration? Here are some
previous blog posts:
5 Steps to Increase Communication this School Year
5 Steps to Successful Collaboration
Tips for Scheduling Team Meetings
Just replace the word ‘parents’ with the word ‘teachers’ and get some tips for positive
communication.
5 Ways to Empower Children, Parents and Teachers
Reference: Jeryl D. Benson , EdD, OTR/L, Kimberly A. Szucs , PhD, OTR/L & J. J. Mejasic ,
MS, OTR/L. Teachers’ perceptions of the role of occupational therapist in schools. Journal of
Occupational Therapy, Schools, & Early Intervention. Volume 9, 2016 – Issue
3 http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/19411243.2016.1183158
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EVIDENCE BASED RESEARCH ON WHY STUDENTS
NEED TRADITIONAL HANDWRITING PRACTICE

One of the most common reasons for referral to school based occupational therapy services is
handwriting assessment and treatment. Here are a few references on why students still need
traditional handwriting practice.
The Canadian Journal of Occupational Therapy published a review of the interventions used to
improve handwriting. After reviewing 11 studies that tested relaxation and practice with or
without EMG, sensory-based training without handwriting practice, and handwriting-based
practice (including sensory-focused or cognitive focused handwriting practice) the researchers
concluded that interventions that did not include handwriting practice and those that
included less than 20 practice sessions were ineffective (Hoy, 2011).
The Journal of Occupational Therapy, School and Early Intervention published a small study
comparing traditional handwriting practice versus iPad handwriting instruction. For the 12
kindergartners and first graders who participated, the results indicated that traditional methods
of handwriting instruction were superior in terms of letter formation and letter orientation
when compared to iPad-mediated practice. In addition, letter recognition increased for those
using traditional handwriting methods but stayed stable for the iPad-mediated group (Wells,
2016).
Educational Psychology Review performed a comprehensive analysis to determine if teaching
handwriting enhanced legibility and fluency and resulted in better writing performance. The
results indicated that when compared to no instruction or non-handwriting instructional
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conditions, teaching handwriting resulted in statistically greater legibility and
fluency. Motor instruction did not produce better handwriting skills but individualizing
handwriting instruction resulted in statistically significant improvements in legibility.
Handwriting instruction produced statistically significant gains in the quality, length, and fluency
of students’ writing (Santangelo, 2016).
There are many more research articles that can be cited through the years on the importance of
handwriting instruction. So we know students benefit from handwriting instruction and practice,
BUT school districts do not seem to make time for it anymore. Most school based occupational
therapists deal with handwriting interventions on a daily basis. Your Therapy Source has several
handwriting resources that are available via electronic delivery to help with handwriting
instruction and practice.
The most recent handwriting intervention offered at Your Therapy Source was created by Thia
Triggs, OTR. She has put together an amazing handwriting bundle package. This Handwriting
Without Tears© -style letter font, uses 3-lines to best support your students. There are Go-Dots,
Gray-Boxes, and Simple Arrows that inform rather than confuse learners. You will get 8 of the
best handwriting instruction downloads from Print Path for your multi-leveled interventions! It
is almost 500 pages! GET MORE INFORMATION.

Reference: Monica M. P. Hoy, Mary Y. Egan, and Katya P. Feder. A Systematic Review of
Interventions to Improve Handwriting. Canadian Journal of Occupational Therapy February
2011 78: 13-25, doi:10.2182/cjot.2011.78.1.3
Kevin E. Wells , PhD, Tracey N. Sulak , PhD, Terrill F. Saxon , PhD & Leanne L. Howell , PhD.
Traditional versus iPad-mediated handwriting instruction in early learners. Journal of
Occupational Therapy, Schools, & Early InterventionVolume 9, 2016 – Issue 2
Santangelo, T. & Graham, S. A Comprehensive Meta-analysis of Handwriting Instruction. Educ
Psychol Rev (2016) 28: 225. doi:10.1007/s10648-015-9335-1
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3 STRATEGIES TO HELP CHILDREN INITIATE AND
PLAN MOTOR SKILLS

Children who struggle with executive functioning deficits may have difficulties learning how to
initiate and plan motor skills. Here are 3 strategies to help initiate and plan when learning a new
motor skill:

1. Work with children to establish the end goal. By asking open ended or more direct
questions to the child, determine specifically what the end goal is for him or
her. Pictured above is just an example of how to guide the student perhaps they want
to learn how to catch a ball in gym class? Climb the playground equipment? Write
faster? Learn self calming techniques? Maintain personal space? Complete assignments
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quicker? By establishing a specific end goal, children will understand the clear intent of
why they are learning the skill which will hopefully drive intrinsic motivation.

2. Break down the goal into a series of steps. Help the child to determine what steps need
to be taken to achieve the goal ie practice sessions, modifications, etc. Let the student
help map out how to break up the skill. Try using this four square idea to get started.Ask
questions to help prompt the child if necessary but do not just provide the solution to the
problem. If the student is able, write down a timeline of when each part will be
completed. For example, if the student is learning how to climb stairs in a crowded
stairwell, then the timeline could include activities such as climb the stairs independently
with visual distractions in the stairwell, climb the stairs independently with one other
student in the stairwell and finally climbing the stairs with many students in the stairwell.
Set dates for each skill to be accomplished. If the student is tackling a big academic
project, encourage him/her to set specific dates with specific directions for each part of
the project.
3. Stop, reflect and review. When you are moving through each “piece” of the overall
goal stop, reflect and review. To encourage staying on task, the student can self
talk asking “is what I am working on now going to help me achieve the goal?”. Review
and check if the student is able to repeat what was previously learned and show 100%
achievement of that “piece”? Ask the student if they need to change the timeline or any
strategies that are being used. Encourage the student to reflect on what, if anything, could
be done to improve it to do it better the next time?

My Goal Tracker: This is an electronic book of data collection forms for
students to track their own progress. The student can track his/her goals over
time, by monitoring the skills over the course of a day, week, month or quarter.
This allows the student to get a visual picture of improvement, decline or
maintenance of different skills.
Find out more information here.
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FOCUS ON WHAT CHILDREN CAN DO!
As therapists, it is our job to determine a
child’s areas of weakness then we have to
report on that to teachers and parents. We do
not get referrals regarding what children can
do only for what children can not do. Do you
ever feel like we spend so much time focusing
on what children can not do? It can be easy to
get sucked into negativity. Instead find each
child’s strengths and build upon those
strengths to improve areas of
weakness. Every child is a star at
something. Let’s focus on what children can
do! Need some ideas to determine what a
child’s strengths may be?

Keep all these attributes in mind as you work with a child. Also, refer to the list to spark
descriptive words for a child when it comes to IEP time. Here is a list of positive character traits
and talents:
adventurous
creative
nice
active
competent
nimble
agile
confident
open
artistic
coordinated
out going
attentive
charming
passionate
aware
cooperative
patient
articulate
cool
physical
amusing
dependable
polite
beautiful
determined
practical
big-hearted
eager
quick
blissful
easy going
responsible
brave
flexible
realistic
bright
focused
self-reliant
calm
friendly
simplistic
capable
generous
strong
carefree
happy
superb
caring
helpful
thoughtful
cautious
honest
terrific
cheerful
imaginative
unique
clever
kind
watchful
courageous
loyal
zany
courteous
magnificent
Want to encourage positive thinking? Check out Positive Affirmations to empower children to
realize their full potential.
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5 GROSS MOTOR ACTIVITIES TO HELP WITH
DRESSING SKILLS
Gross motor activities that focus on postural
control, trunk rotation, bilateral coordination, eye
hand coordination, motor planning and balance
skills are beneficial when it comes to developing
independence with dressing. Here are 5 suggested
activities:
1.
Play games where the child has to reach
outside of his/her base of support without falling
over. Practice in sitting or standing depending
upon the child’s skill level. For example, try
batting a balloon in the air with your hands but do not move your feet. The child will be
practicing trunk rotation, eye hand coordination skills and balance skills.
2. Squatting activities while the child is holding an object. Put a hula hoop on the floor. Can
the child squat down, pick up the hula hoop and reach it overhead? Put it back on the
floor in front of the child and repeat. Can you get across the whole room only stepping in
the hula hoop? Roll a large ball to the child. The child can squat down, pick it up with
two hands and push it back.
3. Body awareness game such as Simon Says adding in directions such as “Simon says
touch your both hands to your left foot” or “Simon says squat down and touch the floor”.
If Simon Says is difficult for the child play a game of Match Me. Move your body a
certain way ie reach your right arm behind your back and the child tries to match your
actions exactly.
4. Play catch or kick a ball to each other. Simple games of catching, throwing and
kicking include many of the underlying skills necessary for learning how to get dressed.
When catching a ball a child brings his/her hands to midline (skill needed for unzipping,
buttoning, etc). When throwing a ball, a child rotates the trunk and brings the arm across
midline during the follow through phase (skill needed to reach for socks and shoes).
When kicking a ball, a child has to momentarily stand on one foot while the other side of
the body is moving (skill needed for getting pants on and off in standing).
5. Set up obstacles courses that include activities related to dressing ie. put on bigger shoes

and walk several feet forward without losing your balance, pick up a small hula hoop or
ring with your left hand and slide it up your right arm (mimics putting on a shirt), hide an
object in a zippered bag for the child to rescue at the end of the obstacle course. Try relay
races including getting dressed in bigger clothes. Run to the pile of clothes, put on large
shorts, front open shirt and big shoes, take off and run back to the starting line. Not
enough kids to make teams? Just time one child and see if they can beat his/her record
and get it done as fast as possible.
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26 CALMING STRATEGIES FOR THE CLASSROOM

Back to school time can be a wonderful, exciting time for some students and a frustrating, new
experience for other students. School based therapists can help students develop strategies from a
sensory motor perspective to remain calm when they get angry or frustrated A new, huge
collection of visual images that includes 26 calming strategies for the classroom has just been
published. You can download the Take 10 Deep Breaths calming strategy in color or black and
white for FREE.
The 26 visual images for Calming Strategies for the Classroom include:
1. Take 10 deep breaths.
9. Relax on pillows.
17. Give yourself a hug.
2. Think happy thoughts.
10. Take a walk.
18. Use the swing.
3. Count to 10.
11. Listen to music.
19. Spin in a circle.
4. Squeeze a stress ball.
12. Do wall push ups.
20. Jump on trampoline.
5. Do some exercises.
13. Do yoga.
21. Use the scooter board.
6. Get a drink of water.
14. Play quietly.
22. Draw a picture.
7. Read a book.
15. Chew gum.
23. Lay on the ball.
8. Rock gently on a ball.
16. Write in journal.
24. Sit on air disc.
25. Balance on a stool.
26. Go to a quiet area.
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Here are some suggested uses for the Calming Strategies for the Classroom packet:

Hang up the full size pictures around the room for group instruction.

Print out the black and white versions of the calming strategies and color
them in to help the students calm down and reduce stress.

Print out the small cards, laminate and put them on a key ring. When the
students need to make choices to help them calm down, they can choose
between the visual picture images.

Use the choice board page to help students decide which strategy to use to
calm down in the classroom.

Get more details about Calming Strategies for the Classroom.
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PLAYTIME MODIFICATIONS FOR CHILDREN WITH
DISABILITIES

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

Whether it be at home, daycare, school or
extracurricular activities, children with
disabilities
may
benefit
from
modifications during playtime. Here are 8
questions to ask when assessing a child’s
needs during playtime:
1. Does the environment need to be
modified? If the physical environment is
adapted perhaps the child will be able to
be more independent during playtime.
For example, move toys down to lower
shelves to allow the child to access the
toy without asking for help.
Do the play materials need to be adapted? For example, build up a handle on a toy so a
child can grasp it independently or use a larger ball so a child can catch it.
Do you need to make the activity easier? For example, change the rules of the game to
shorten the length of time to play or simplify the steps of a game.
Do you need to make the play time more motivating for the child? Perhaps the child is not
engaging in play because he/she is not interested in the toy or activity. Try using what a
child enjoys playing with in different situations to expand his/her repertoire of play.
Do you need to provide adaptive equipment? For example, use a chair with more support
to provide additional postural control so the child can use his/her arms and hands more
efficiently.
Do you need to provide prompts to encourage appropriate play? Try modeling the activity
or providing occasional verbal prompts for suggested uses of the toys.
Do you need to partner the child with a friend? Try teaming the child up with a friend to
model play activities or turn taking to complete a game.
Do you need to provide step by step visual directions? Try placing visual step by step
photographs in the play area for reminders of suggested play activities.

Reference: Sandall, S. Play Modifications for Children with Disabilities. Young Children
Journal. Retrieved from the web on 9/23/16 at
http://journal.naeyc.org/btj/200305/playmodifications_sandall_1.pdf

Play Move Develop is a collection of 100 reproducible sensory motor
activities to encourage motor skill development and learning. Find out
more information.
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5 REASONS TO PROVIDE PUSH IN THERAPY

Whether you work in the schools or in the home, here are 5 reasons to provide push in therapy
within a child’s natural environment:
1. You have the chance to see first hand during each session what functional tasks or skills need
improvement.
2. The child’s normal daily routine is not interrupted. If it is during school hours, the child will not
be missing important class instruction.
3. You can provide and use only materials that are in the classroom or home making it more
feasible for teachers and parents to carry over activities when you are not there.
4. You can actually see whether your environmental modifications are appropriate. Are teachers
or parents able to carry out your recommendations to use adaptive equipment or modify
assignments?
5. The teachers and parents can observe what you are doing each time making it easier for them to
incorporate any techniques into the child’s normal day everyday not just 2 times per week for 30
minutes.
Need simple ideas for activities in the home or classroom? Therapeutic Activities for Home and
School provides pediatric therapists with over forty, uncomplicated, reproducible activity sheets
and tips that can be given to parents and teachers. Each activity sheet is written in a simple format
with no medical terminology. The therapist is able to simply mark the recommended activities for
each child. By providing parents and teachers with these handy checklists, therapists will be
encouraging therapeutic activities throughout the entire day rather than time set aside for
traditional home exercise programs. This book is a essential tool for school based therapists to
facilitate carry over of therapeutic activities in the home and classroom. Find out more
information.
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10 IDEAS TO INCREASE PENCIL PRESSURE

Here are 10 ideas to increase pressure when writing:
1. Try using markers or gel pens to make marks instead of pencils.
2. Use a weighted pencil or hand/wrist weights to increase input to the hand. Check
out Therapy Fun Zone for a DIY Weighted Pencil.
3. Write on carbon paper – the child has to press hard to make the marks go through
the paper.
4. Poke holes through paper to provide an example of applying pressure – check out
these free Picture Poke cards.
5. Put paper over bumpy material such as rough sandpaper or plastic needlepoint
canvas. Write on the paper and you will have some tactile feedback.
6. Color using shading to demonstrate that different shades require a different
amount of pressure. Try this free Shade Wisely activity or Missing Monster freebie.
7. Use a dull pencil, golf tee or wooden dowel to write in clay.
8. Warm up by squeezing a stress ball or upper extremity weight bearing activities
such as wheelbarrow walking, Proprioceptive, animal walks or wall push ups.
9. Strengthen the fingers and grip with clothespin activities. Try the free Ninja
Clothes Pin activity. Play some visual. Make clothes pin silly faces.
10. Strengthen the fingers with hole punch activities. Try punching out the matching
shapes or these shape people punches. If a traditional hole punch is too difficult, try
this type of hole punch.
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DOT TO DOT 1-10 AND 1-20 FREEBIES

Connect the Dot activities are great fun for
children the only problem is sometimes they
can just be way TOO hard! Here are two free
dot to dots from the latest download, Connect
the Dots. There is an owl dot to dot with
numbers 1-10 and a pony dot to dot with
numbers 1 -20.
Download the two free Connect the Dot
puzzles here.

The complete Connect the Dots download includes over 60 black and white,
reproducible dot to dot puzzles progressively ranging from easy to more difficult to
encourage visual motor, figure ground and visual closure skills. This download
includes dot to dots 1-5, 1-10, 1-15, 1-20, 1-25, 1-30, A to Z, a to z and dot to dots in
a picture. GET MORE INFORMATION.
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